Create Your Own Adventures!

Shop-At-Home Fall 1999

Filled with over 275 Kids' favorites!

See Pages 6-11

Special Edition LEGO McDonald's Restaurant Offer! See order form for details.
Welcome to the bright new world of LEGO toys. With new items launching every season, it’s never the same place twice! One day you might chug around town in a sight-seeing express train. The next you can build your own LEGO McDonald’s® Restaurant. And the next you can join the Jedi Knights in battling the evil Trade Federation. And that’s just the beginning!

The world of LEGO toys is as big as your child’s imagination. Just take a look at some of the exciting new adventures awaiting you on these pages...

Rock Raiders. Deep, deep underground - the Rock Raiders need your help! Drill for precious brickonium to help your team get back home, but watch out for the Rock Monster! See pages 4-5.

Star Wars. It's a battle between good and evil. And only you can win it! Help save Queen Amidala and her people from the evil Trade Federation. See pages 6-11.

Space Port. Prepare for dangerous missions in deep space. The training is tough in Space Port — and you’ll find out fast if you have all the right stuff! See pages 12-13.

All in all, you’ll find over 275 items on these pages — more than 100 of them are exclusive and hard-to-find items and 125 are all new sets. So buckle in and get ready for an amazing ride through the ever-changing world of LEGO toys!

Customer Care Center

Our Prices INCLUDE Shipping & Handling!
With the LEGO Shop at Home Catalog, your budget won’t be nibbled away by extra charges. The prices you see include regular shipping and handling.

Need it fast? — Express Delivery Only $6.75!
Express delivery is now available for a small extra charge. Call by 2 p.m. Eastern Time and you can get fast, direct, door-to-door delivery anywhere in the continental U.S. in just 2-4 business days.

Look for this special symbol throughout the catalog.
Sets with this symbol contain an application to join the LEGO Club for FREE! See order form for details.
A. All Aboard the Railway Express!
You decide where it travels — through the mountains, along the coast or in the city! Passengers can drive their car on board, then relax in the passenger car to watch movies, eat or just look at the great views. Plus you get storage containers for luggage, food, mail and valuables. Comes with a 9-volt plug-in speed regulator with a one-year limited warranty (see order form for details), 16 curved and 2 straight tracks, five rail workers, four passengers, two cars and a truck. Ages 8-12. 645 pieces.

#4561 Railway Express $139.00

Includes over 7 feet of running track!

Order Now and Relax!
Place your holiday orders as early as possible. Every year we are surprised by one or two exceptionally popular items that sell out quickly. The last thing we want are disappointed children during the holidays, so place your orders now while everything is in stock!

Plus if you place an order of $75 or more from this catalog by November 30, 1999 you'll receive the Exclusive Special Edition LEGO McDonald's Restaurant Model FREE! See order form for more details.

An Important Safety Message
LEGO SYSTEM and LEGO TECHNIC sets contain small parts. These sets are not suitable and may pose a hazard to children under three years of age. LEGO PRIMO and LEGO DUPLO sets have larger pieces which are specially designed for children under three.

The LEGO Quality and Service Guarantee
We believe our toys must live up to your highest expectations. And our service must live up to the quality of our toys. We hope that you will be totally satisfied with your order. But if there's any reason you're not, simply return it to us for replacement, exchange or prompt refund.

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
A. Scoop ‘em up and roll ‘em away…

—in this super-heavy dozer. It’s so tough, even a rock monster can’t break it apart! Use the shovel to scoop rocks and boulders out of the way so you can get your hands on the brickonium! Includes one Rock Raider and the Rock Monster. Ages 7–12. 80 pieces. #4950 Loader Dozer $22.00

B. You call the shots at this busy underground base!

Send off the brickonium search team and transport the precious ore in the all-terrain rock mover. Crystals too heavy for mere humans to move? Let the crane do the hard work! Whatever you do, make sure you don’t surprise the Rock Monster. He looks like solid rock, but is a whole lot meaner! Comes with an all-terrain rock mover, hovercraft, digging tools and 4 Rock Raiders. 2AAA batteries required to operate brickonium blaster (not included). Ages 8–12. 402 pieces. #4930 Rock Raiders HQ $89.00
C. Prepare to venture deep underground...
Blast out brickonium with the powerful laser! Its massive wheels can maneuver over the roughest, rockiest terrain. And its powerful drill can bore through solid rock to unearth the precious brickonium crystals! Requires 2 AAA batteries (removable lights not included). Ages 6-12. 107 pieces.
#4970 Chrome Crusher $32.00

D. #4940 Granite Grinder
Ages 7-12. 108 pieces. $16.50

Create your own Rock Raiders Team
Kit includes:
#4940 Granite Grinder
#4551 Loader-Doser
#4970 Chrome Crusher
#4930 Tunnel Transport
#4990 Rock Raiders HQ
Ages 6-12. 1115 pieces. A $213.90 value.
#4990 Rock Raiders Kit
Catalog Special -- $140

FREE Loader-Doser with #4990!

E. Use a powerful magnet to haul your crew to safety!
Imagine - you're deep in a tunnel beneath tons of solid rock. Suddenly you sense danger! You need to be able to get out FAST - and that's just what the Tunnel Transport does. Comes with 2 Rock Raiders. Ages 6-12. 349 pieces.
#4980 Tunnel Transport $34.00

Includes application to join the LEGO Club...FREE!

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
All New STAR WARS: Episode I Collection

It's a battle between good and evil. Jedi Knights Obi-Wan Kenobi and Qui-Gon Jinn help Queen Amidala save her planet from being taken over by the evil Trade Federation. A brave, young Anakin Skywalker begins his journey to become a Jedi Knight. And the sinister Darth Maul continually tests the power of the Force. Grab your lightsaber and join the adventures with the ALL-NEW LEGO Star Wars: Episode I Collection!

© Lucasfilm Ltd. & TM. All rights reserved.
Official Star Wars website: http://www.starwars.com
A. Race in Anakin's Podracer — but hold on tight!!!
The sport of Podracing is so dangerous that only one human dares to try it — Anakin Skywalker. And it's your job to help him! Build Anakin's Podracer. Then check out the competition — Sebulba and Greedo. Now get ready for the high-flying action! You'll need quick reflexes and nerves of steel to win! Comes with three Podracers, 3 pil droids, Padmé Naboo, Anakin Skywalker, R2-D2, Qui-Gon Jinn, Jar Jar Binks, Sebulba, and Greedo. Ages 8-12. 894 pieces.
#7171 Mos Espa Podrace $99.00

B. Nothing can stop the Sith Infiltrator!
This stealth ship carries the mysterious and sinister Darth Maul. For super spying missions, drop the three Sith probe droids to collect secret information, then open the rear hatch and out speeds Darth Maul on his Sith speeder. Plus, the rear of the ship detaches to form a transport vehicle. Includes Darth Maul and his double-bladed lightsaber. Ages 6-12. 240 pieces.
#7151 Sith Infiltrator $99.00

C. Official Star Wars Episode 1 LEGO T-shirt!
100% Cotton T-Shirt is machine washable and has a Star Wars tag on the inside collar. Made in USA. Please indicate size on order form.

Youth Sizes:
YM(10-12), YL(14-16), YH(18-20)...........$15.00

Adult Sizes:
AM, AL, AX..............................$17.00

#TS11 Naboo Fighter T-shirt

D. #7101 Lightsaber Duel Ages 6-12. 50 pieces. $6.75

Moisture Vaporator

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
THE ADVENTURE BEGINS!

A. Build your own droid fighter...
And take to the skies above the planet Naboo! To defend their battle ship, Trade Federation droid fighters engage Naboo fighters in blazing dogfights. The wings on the droid fighter quickly change from cruising position to attack mode. Then with the wings open, and a turn of its head, the droid fighter transforms into a walking droid.
Ages 5-12. 62 pieces.
#7111 Droid Fighter $6.75

B. You’re battling nearly impossible odds!
Anakin has one goal — to seek and destroy the Trade Federation’s Droid Control Ship high above the planet Naboo. Open the cockpit door and help Anakin into the pilot seat... and put R2-D2 into the droid station. Now you’re ready for action. Remember, in this battle you call the shots! Also includes two battle droids. Ages 7-12. 174 pieces.
#7141 Naboo Fighter $22.00

C. Your mission — if you dare - is to travel to the Naboo city of Theed!
But lurking in the waters is a sea creature just waiting to eat your Gungan sub for lunch. Use the power of the sub’s rotating propeller to speed you out of danger. Comes with Qui-Gon Jinn, Obi-Wan Kenobi, and Jar Jar Binks.
Ages 8-12. 373 pieces.
#7181 Gungan Sub $34.00

© Lucasfilm Ltd. & TM. All rights reserved. Official Star Wars Web Site http://www.starwars.com
D. Help Anakin Skywalker build his Podracer!

He's the only human to take on the dangerous challenge of Podracing. And now, Anakin needs your help to build a Podracer that can win the most important race of his life! Includes Padmé Naberrie, a pit droid, and Anakin Skywalker. Ages 6-12. 134 pieces.

#7121 Anakin's Podracer $16.50

Battle droids on STAP hovercrafts.

E. #7121 Naboo Swamp Ages 7-12. 81 pieces. $11.00

Includes application to join the LEGO Club... FREE!

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
LEGO Star Wars Action!

A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away...
Good battled evil. A princess fought to save her people. And heroes took to the skies. All the action and excitement of Star Wars comes to life with these new LEGO toys – the very first in the LEGO Star Wars collection!

A. Fly the X-wing with Luke Skywalker!
Take to the skies with Luke as he battles the forces of evil! Just like the real X-wing fighter, the wings adjust from wide to narrow for maximum maneuverability in battle. Luke is armed with his lightsaber just in case it comes down to hand-to-hand combat. Comes with ground crew person and transport with tools to prepare the X-wing fighter for its next mission. Also includes Luke's droid navigator, R2-D2, and Biggs Darklighter. Ages 7+. 263 pieces.
#7140 X-wing Fighter $32.00

Droid navigator R2-D2 sits in back and cockpit opens and closes.

B. Explore Tatooine in the landspeeder.
Race over the sand dunes of Tatooine with Luke Skywalker and Obi-Wan Kenobi in this high speed landspeeder. Three turbine engines give you the speed you need to escape from the Imperial stormtroopers and other dangers. Also includes a lightsaber for Obi-Wan Kenobi. Ages 6+. 47 pieces.
#7110 Landspeeder $6.75

Includes Luke Skywalker and Obi-Wan Kenobi.
C. It's a battle between good and evil!
Take to the skies with the two most popular ships of the Rebel and Imperial forces. The Y-wing fighter-bomber, armed with two turning ion cannons and forward-mounted laser cannons, is flown by a brave Rebel pilot and droid navigator. Darth Vader, with his lightsaber in hand, is in the control pod of his TIE fighter (which stands for Twin Ion Engine). When they meet in the skies, you decide who wins!
Ages 8+. 407 pieces.
#7150 TIE Fighter and Y-wing $54.00

D. Star Wars Key Chains
Keep your keys on the coolest key chains in the galaxy!
Suitable for ages 5 and up.
#KC11 Luke Skywalker .... $4.00
#KC12 Darth Vader ...... $4.00

E. Delay Imperial troops in the snowspeeder!
On the frozen planet Hoth, the Imperial walkers search for the Rebel's hidden base. Join Luke Skywalker and Alliance Pilot Dack in the snowspeeder as they try to delay the attack long enough for the Rebels to escape. The Hoth trooper uses his radar to locate the snowspeeder. But Luke knows no fear—the snowspeeder is armed for battle with two forward laser cannons and a rear facing harpoon gun.
Ages 7+. 212 pieces.
#7130 Snowspeeder $22.00

F. Race through the forest on speeder bikes!
On the forest moon of Endor, the best way to get around is on these quick and maneuverable speeder bikes. This pair of flying bikes comes with two scout troopers searching for Luke Skywalker—who's ready for battle with his powerful lightsaber!
Ages 7+. 90 pieces.
#7128 Speeder Bikes $11.00

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
Prepare for TOP SECRET Space Missions!

You've got to have the right stuff to make the cut — and join the team of astronauts in training for a top-secret mission. You'll need quick reflexes and nerves of steel if you're going to build and launch the space shuttle and soar into deep space!

Push the lever to launch the rocket!

LIMITED QUANTITIES! ORDER NOW!

Hatch opens so astronaut can climb in.

Send rocket into space from launch pad.

B. Real lights and sounds at take-off!
Launch this rocket into space to deploy the top secret communications satellite! Lights flash and the engine roars as you blast off! Includes one brave astronaut, meteor and launch pad.
Requires two AA batteries for lights and sound (not included).
Ages 7-12, 121 pieces.
#6454 Countdown Corner $22.00

Light Sound
Push to make 3 sounds and to flash lights at 3 different speeds.

C. Join the crew in training for a top-secret mission!
Take the ultimate test to find out whether you can handle the stress of outer space. Strap yourself in the G-force sling to see how the G-forces affect you, then hop into the flight simulator to see how it feels to really take-off.
Includes one astronaut and 2 trainers. Ages 7-12, 240 pieces.
Bonus set — While supplies last!
#6455 Space Simulation Station $33.00

FREE!
Extra Free Astronaut with purchase of K6455!
F. “Mission Control, permission requested for blast-off...”
This amazingly realistic space shuttle is ready to take-off for deep space - with you at the controls! First, build the shuttle and launch pad. Buckle in and get ready to blast-off - with working lights and real sounds! The launch pad has radar, tools, video surveillance, fuel stand and lab. Includes 1 astronaut and 3 workers. Requires two AA batteries to activate lights and sound (not included).
Ages 8-12. 478 pieces. Bonus set - While supplies last!
K6459 Mission Control $88.00

Light & Sound

Push buttons to flash lights at 5 different speeds and make 3 sounds.

Leaves middle section of the space lab and return home in the mini ship.

Meteors open to reveal out-of-this world surprises.

Includes application to join the LEGO Club... FREE!
Uncover the Mysteries of the Jungle
With Johnny Thunder and the Adventurers!

Join Johnny Thunder and his band of adventurers on their latest and perhaps most dangerous expedition. They're up against a new group of devious villains - Señor Palomar and his sidekick, Rudo Villano. Surprises await around every corner - spooky caves, falling bridges and poisonous spiders - watch your step!

Try to take the treasure - watch out for the falling axe!

Film adventures with the movie camera!

You can build this too! Building instructions online at: www.LEGO.com/topsecret

A. #5938 Spider's Secret. Ages 6-12. 126 pieces. $14.50

B. The river is dark and dangerous... but you know no fear!
With Johnny Thunder, Dr. Lightning, and Harry Cane on your crew, you're ready to travel deep into the jungle in search of the mysterious cave. When you reach the mouth of the cave, beware - this place is booby trapped in more ways than you might guess.
Ages 7-12. 313 pieces.
#5976 River Expedition $54.00

C. #5925 Pontoon Plane. Ages 8-12. 71 pieces. $6.75

Back opens for storage.

Build your own jungle adventures!
Kit includes:
#5935 Pontoon Plane
#5936 Spider's Secret
#5976 River Expedition
#5986 Amazon Ruins
Ages 8-12. 963 pieces.
A $163.25 value.
#K5986 Jungle Adventurers Kit
Catalog Special -- $142

Try to take the ruby - watch out for the axes!

Top of boat lifts off so you can see the action inside.
E. Search the ancient temple for the royal ruby!

Here it is — the ancient temple where the greatest lost treasure in the history of the world is hidden — protected — and booby trapped! Join Johnny Thunder and Miss Gail Storm as they prepare for a battle of wits with the evil Señor Palomar. Only one team will walk away with the magic ruby — will it be you?

Ages 8-12. 453 pieces.

#5986 Amazon Ancient Ruins $88.00

Pull the pin to reveal a secret box hidden under the magic ruby.

A trick bridge keeps bad guys out!

The skeleton drops down to scare away unwanted visitors.

Pull the pin to release the flying swords.

Film adventures with the movie camera!

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 hrs
The Journey Continues...

Explore the Desert with Johnny Thunder and the Adventurers!

A. #5928 Bi-Wing Baron
   Ages 6-12. 69 pieces. $6.75

B. #5933 Adventurers Accessories
   Ages 5-12. 27 pieces. $4.50

Whoo! Nobody told me there were two trap doors.
Pull the red pin to release the trap door!

Spin the revolving wall... watch the jewel disappear!

Back View

B. Discover one of the greatest archeological finds in all history!
Watch out for the dastardly Baron — he wants to steal the ancient treasure. And he's the least of your worries! The pharaoh's tomb is protected by traps at every turn. Beware of two trap doors, poisonous snakes, scorpions and spooky skeletons. Use the movie camera to record your adventures! Ages 8-12. 710 pieces.

#5383 Pharaoh's Forbidden Ruins $99.00

NOT AVAILABLE IN ANY STORE
A. Send the boat out for dangerous rescue missions.
Patrol the shores in the dinghy. Watch from the sky in the coast guard chopper. Plus your station even has a truck and three-wheeler for rescues on the beach. The coast guard station is also equipped with a search light, stretcher, rescue tubes, diving gear and six rescue workers. 
Coast Guard boat really floats. Ages 5-12. 221 pieces.
#6435 Coast Guard HQ $66.00

B. #6328 Helicopter Transport
Ages 5-12. 100 pieces. $20.00

C. Fight fires at sea.
Race to the scene of the emergency in this shiny red fire boat. It really floats! Comes with a rubber dinghy for daring rescues, new rescue tubes and two firefighters.
Ages 5-12. 43 pieces.
#6429 Blaze Responder $14.50
D. This police boat really floats!
Patrol the seas with this fearless police crew. They're at the scene whenever—and wherever—there's trouble. Includes new rescue tubes you can throw to save someone in the water. Includes 3 police officers. Ages 5-12, 86 pieces.
#6433 Coastwatch: $33.00

E. #6324 Chopper Cop
Ages 5-12, 23 pieces. $3.96

F. You're the chief of the biggest police station in LEGO town.
It has everything just like a real headquarters, including a prison, prisoner, command room, helicopter landing pad, satellite dish, police car, motorbike and chopper. Six officers have lots of equipment to help them catch criminals—like walkie talkies, megaphones, and surveillance cameras.
Ages 5-12, 271 pieces.
#6382 Command Post Central: $58.00

That's what you think...
You can't escape this time, Jailbreak Joe!
Build Your Own Raceway...
And let the competition EAT YOUR DUST!

A. The light turns green and they're off!
You can almost hear the engines revving now. These souped-up dragsters are ready to break the sound barrier as they speed for the winner's cup. Includes a helicopter, two drivers, a mechanic and a helicopter pilot. Ages 6-12. 284 pieces.
#6588 Drag Race Rally $33.00

NEW!
B. #6487 Power Pitstop Ages 5-12. 64 pieces. $11.00

ALL NEW RACERS
Game on page 38!

NEW!
C. Get those racers to the track fast!
Load 'em up the ramp and let 'er roll! This transport truck carries two Formula 1 race cars plus all kinds of tools, a spare wheel, and a helmet for the driver. Ramps tilt up and down as needed for the job. Ages 5-12. 132 pieces.
#6432 Speedway Transport $24.00

Build your own Raceway with 3 NEW sets!
Kit includes:
#6432 Speedway Transport
#6434 Roadside Repair
#6487 Power Pitstop
Ages 5-12. 463 pieces. A $69.00 value.
#6847 Hit The Track Racing Kit Catalog Special - $79

FREE Power Pitstop with #8467!

Store an extra tire and a helmet here!
Lots of tools for quick fixes at the track!
D. Calling all mechanics!
You'll find all kinds of important jobs to do fixing cars and trucks at this repair shop. Tow broken-down cars. Load them on the ramp. Fix them with the tools in two work bays, then send'em back on the road. Includes five workers. Ages 5-12. 207 pieces.
#6434 Roadside Repair $54.00

E. Choose your bike and let 'er roll!
If you like to go fast, faster, fastest, you'll find everything you need to get your vehicle in tip-top shape at the Super Cycle Center. Includes lots of tools, a chain for holisting up your cycle, a truck with trailer, car and four drivers. Ages 5-12. 152 pieces.
#6423 Super Cycle Center $33.00

These helmets are cool!
Cool LEGO Action... Only Found in the Catalog!

NEW!

Includes Building Instructions for 5 Alternate Models!

NEW!

B. #6447 Construction Zone
   Ages 5-12. 46 pieces. $7.75

NEW!

C. #6425 TV Chopper
   Ages 5-12. 36 pieces. $4.50
A. Add the Super Rescue Complex to your town!
Keep your town safe with a two-story fire station and police station with helicopter landing pad. The hook and ladder truck with its extra long ladder is always first on the scene to save the day, while the police chopper flies overhead to keep a lookout from the sky. No rescue complex would be complete without a repair shop for police trikes, a flatbed tow truck, and lots of new road signs to keep the traffic running smoothly. Also included are two firefighters, two police officers, mechanics and a pedestrian. Plus, use the same pieces to build 5 alternate models — instructions included!
Ages 5-12. 331 pieces. #6464 Super Rescue Complex $76.00

D. Now LEGO travelers can fly in style.
Board the jet from the side hatch, then relax and prepare for take off. Stand by while the fuel truck powers up the jet for its journey. Includes pilot, passenger and truck driver. Ages 7-12. 135 pieces.
#2332 Passenger Jet $19.75

NEW!

E. #6420 Mail Carrier
Ages 5-12. 11 pieces. $2.50

G. Stop for pizza at the Truck Stop Café!
Hungry truckers know where to stop for the best food at LEGO town — the Truck Stop Café. After a long day of driving, here's the place to go for great pizza and burgers. Includes trucker, café worker and a construction worker, plus a big rig and a mini bucket loader.
Ages 5-12. 132 pieces.
#6329 Truck Stop Café $27.50

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
Adventures with Pooh and His Friends!

A. Tons of fun in the 100 Acre Wood!
Hooray! Now your child can build and play with Pooh and all his friends — Piglet, Eeyore, and Tigger too! Join the group as they throw birthday parties, build heffalump traps, gather honey, and play lots of fun games. Also includes lots of special blocks so your little one can create his or her own adventures.
Ages 2-6. 37 pieces.
#2987 Fun in the 100 Acre Wood $33.00

B. Your child is invited to Eeyore’s birthday surprise party!
A happy party complete with a cake and a present. Even Eeyore has a good time! Your little one will be as happy as yourself, as happy as Pooh with a pot of honey! Ages 2-6. 9 pieces.
#2982 Eeyore’s Birthday Surprise $8.75

C. Sliding has never been so much fun!
Little ones will just love sending Tigger and Pooh down the curvy red slide — WHOOSH! Then it’s back up the tree and down again! Includes Pooh, Tigger and a wagon, plus lots of special blocks to create endless adventures.
Ages 2-6. 19 pieces.
#2985 Tigger’s Slippery Slide $19.75

© Disney. Based on the “Winnie the Pooh” works. © A.A. Milne and E.H. Shepard.
Classic Toys for Infants to Preschoolers

NEW!

Push the button to activate lights and sound.

D. Your child can save the day!
If your little one loves action, just wait until you play together with this busy Rescue Center! The firefighters whisk down the red slide and race to the scene in their shiny red truck. Comes with three rescue workers and prisoner. Includes non-replaceable battery (minimum life of one year) to operate lights and sound. Ages 2-5. 55 pieces.
#2811 Light & Sound Rescue Center $54.00

Looking for more LEGO Preschool toys for your little one? Call today for a FREE LEGO preschool toys catalog with over 100 more items. Available Sept. 20, 1999.
1-800-453-4652

NEW!

Push the green button to make the froggy squirt water!

E. Treat your toddler to happy times in the bath...
...with a frog that squirts water, a lily pad that floats, a turtle that swims, and a big net that scoops up the colorful toys. All the pieces mix and match and play together in unexpected ways. Ages 6-36M. 9 pieces.
#2108 Scoop and Squirt Fun Pack $19.75

F. Additional Tracks (not pictured)
Sometimes you just need a bit more track to make the train go where you want it to. These track sets give you infinite flexibility.
#2734 Six Straight Tracks measure 30 inches. $6.50
#2735 Six Curved Tracks build a 22 inch half circle. $6.50

HARD-TO-FIND.

Little fingers can drop cargo into the wagon.

Add this piece anywhere on the track to change direction.

Hand operated start/stop rail allows your child to choose whether the train stops, goes by, or changes direction.

Extra Big 42" x 34" layout with over 9 feet of running track.

4 different actions and sounds children can operate themselves!

G. ALL ABOARD!
Your young engineer will just love making the train run and stop, go backwards and automatically change direction. The battery powered Cargo Train can go everywhere — it runs on the track and directly on the floor. Plus your child builds both locomotive and wagons and then can redesign them his or her own way. It's a toy that stays fresh, a new adventure each time. Ages 3-6. 88 pieces.
#2745 Deluxe LEGO DUPLO Battery Cargo Train $109.00

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
Customize Your LEGO Creations
With These Bricks and Special Pieces!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Pieces</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Black Roof Bricks</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>$5.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Low Sloped Bricks</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>$5.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Inverted Roof Bricks</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>$3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Steep Sloped Bricks</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>$5.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Green Bricks</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>$5.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>Red Bricks</td>
<td></td>
<td>$5.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>Blue Bricks</td>
<td></td>
<td>$5.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>White Bricks</td>
<td></td>
<td>$5.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Yellow Bricks</td>
<td></td>
<td>$5.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>Black Bricks</td>
<td></td>
<td>$5.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>Gray Bricks</td>
<td></td>
<td>$5.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>Brick Separator</td>
<td></td>
<td>$2.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>Basic Motor</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>$28.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>Large White Plates</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>$4.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>Small White Plates</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>$4.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>Doors &amp; Windows</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>$5.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>Hinges &amp; Couplings</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>$3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U</td>
<td>X-Large Gray Baseplate</td>
<td>15&quot; x 15&quot;</td>
<td>$11.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>3 Building Plates</td>
<td>2 1/4&quot; x 5&quot;</td>
<td>$5.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>Large Green Baseplate</td>
<td>10&quot; x 10&quot;</td>
<td>$5.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>Large Blue Baseplate</td>
<td>10&quot; x 10&quot;</td>
<td>$5.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Y. Idea Book
Build and create 11 new models for extra playtime fun with this 44 page Idea Book. Build 3 different town models, 1 castle model, 2 pirate models, 3 Aquazone models and 2 space vehicles! Oversized 8 1/4" x 11 3/4" for easy use.

#697 Idea Book $5.50

Z. Build 10 Crazy LEGO Contraptions!
If you love building and inventions, this book's going to make you want to build like crazy. It comes with 80 LEGO TECHNIC pieces like special gears and levers, plus building tips on how to build a rubber band racer, spinning tops, a balloon-powered rocket car, an automatic field goal kicker, a ping pong popper, a candy machine and more! Five of the projects use only the pieces included with the book and for the other five, you need to add other basic LEGO bricks found easily in your own LEGO collection. Ages 7+. 88 pages.

#B100 Crazy Action Contraptions $19.75
AA. Counting down to the holidays just got even more fun!
Open a door every day from December 1st through December 24th and find a surprise mini LEGO set inside - cute little cars, boats, copters, Santas and more. On four special days you'll also get instructions that show you how to combine the mini-sets you've already received to make four fun mini-models. Ages 5-12. 218 pieces.
#1298 Count Down to the Holidays Calendar $22.00

NEW!

Instruction included to build 4 larger models.

BB. Here comes the parade, marching through your town!
Hundreds of bright, colorful bricks for building, creating anything you can imagine! Build a parade, a zoo or even a whole town! Special pieces help spark your child's imagination and set those ideas rolling, spinning and flying! Includes lots of special pieces like animal pieces, windows and doors. Ages 5+. 460 pieces.
#4216 Animals on Parade Super Set $33.00

NEW!

Handle makes building on the go easy!

CC. Build anywhere you want!
This portable LEGO lap table can go anywhere you go - on the floor, on the couch, on your bed - even in the car! Two baseplates slide to the middle to create a large 10" x 10" building surface. When you're finished, slide the plates apart to cover two handy storage bins. Ages 5-12. 203 pieces.
#4217 Classic Play Desk $22.00

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
Create Your Own Fun!

A LEGO Scala girl can ride a horse, build a tent and decorate her room—all by herself! Scala dolls have real, flowing hair that is fun to brush and cute outfits that can be mixed and matched. Each set comes with a Deco activity booklet with great craft ideas and fun games.

Braid the horse’s mane, create a fun new game and more—all ideas in the Deco Booklet!

FREE outfit for Emma with #K31221

Go horseback riding with Emma!
Kit includes:
- #3132 Emma
- #3144 Wilderness Waterstop
- #3139 Windbreaker & Jeans
Ages 6+. 51 pieces. A $27.50 value.
#K3132 Emma’s Horseback Riding Kit $22.00

A. Here’s everything you need to take care of your very own horse...
First give her a name. Then put on her saddle and bridle and go out for a ride. After a long ride, give her some water and then brush her beautiful mane. Ages 6+. 36 pieces.
#0144 Horse Stable $13.75

Includes a small paint set, a pencil and Deco activity booklet.

B. Help Marie decorate her room!
You can make Marie’s room as pretty as can be. When you’ve got it just the way you like, curl up with the kitty on the bed and listen to the radio, or work on the computer for awhile. Ages 8+. 124 pieces.
#3142 Marie’s Room $65.00
C. Take your horse on a camping trip!

It's always fun to camp out in a tent—especially when you get to ride your beautiful horse on the adventure. After a long day's ride, make something yummy for dinner, then cuddle up in your sleeping bag for the night. Sleep well, because tomorrow holds another day of adventure! Ages 6+. 68 pieces. #3143 Camping Trip $41.50

Use the ideas in the Deco booklet to make a vest for Emma, pictures for the camera, and more!

F. #3136 Chris
Ages 5 & up. 10 pieces. $8.25

E. #3132 Emma
Ages 5 & up. 12 pieces. $8.25

D. #3139 Windbreaker & Jeans
Ages 5 & up. 3 pieces. $5.90

Fits all girl Scala dolls.

NEW! NOT AVAILABLE IN ANY STORE

G. #3110 Four Animal Friends
Ages 5 & up. 16 pieces. $7.00

H. Build your own awesome LEGO watch!

Watch includes child-size bands, plus lots of links to create a watch band that will fit almost anyone. Ages 5+.

#W300 LEGO Pastel Watch $39.75

Minimum System Requirements for LEGO Friends CD-ROM game:
Windows 95/98, 128MB RAM, Pentium or faster, 1X CD-ROM or faster, 54 MB uncompressed free hard drive space, 3MB SVGA video card capable of 16-bit color, DirectSound compatible sound card and a mouse.

NEW! NOT AVAILABLE IN ANY STORE

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
Create your own fairy tales with a magical fairy, a handsome prince and a beautiful princess. The adventures are endless...prepare the princess for a ball...take care of the horse at the stable...invite friends for dinner at the castle...but keep your eye out for the wicked witch...she's always up to something!

A. You're invited to the Royal Palace...
With shining turrets and flags waving in the air, this castle is easy to build and so much fun to play with! Here you'll find the King and the beautiful Princess Rosaline surrounded by their animal friends - a cute rabbit, a pet bird and a friendly little fish. Lots of other realistic special pieces like beautiful jewels, shiny silver crowns, flowers, food and a magical fairy make playing in the castle even more fun! But watch out - the wicked witch is close by! Ages 7-12. 213 pieces.
$5808 The Enchanted Palace $6.00

B. $5801 Millimy the Fairy
Ages 5-12 14 pieces. $3.50

C. $5802 Princess Rosaline
Ages 5-12 9 pieces. $5.50

Reveal a secret hiding spot that only you can find!

Create your own Enchanted Kingdom!
Kit includes:
#5801 Millimy the Fairy
#5807 Royal Stable
#5808 Enchanted Palace
Ages 5-12 288 pieces. A $102.50 value. #K5808 Enchanted Kingdom Kit Catalog Special - $99

FREE Millimy the Fairy with #K5808
D. Visit the prince's horse at the royal stable.
The story continues at the king's stable, where the Prince takes care of his trusty steed Lucas. Iris comes for a visit, and helps the Prince with grooming and saddling the horse. Includes lots of extras for many happy hours of play, including a treasure chest, rabbit, and Millimy the fairy. Ages 6-12. 61 pieces.
#5807 The Royal Stable $33.00

E. A room that's fit for a princess!
In a tower of the castle Princess Rosaline has the prettiest room you can imagine—with a bed draped in fancy cloth and a vanity table where she gets ready for balls. Includes Princess Rosaline in a beautiful gown and Millimy the Fairy. Ages 6-12. 89 pieces.
#5805 Princess Rosaline's Room: $24.00

Collect Princess Rosaline and her friends!
Kit includes:
#5801 Millimy the Fairy
#5804 Cottage of the Witch
#5805 Princess Rosaline's Room
#5812 King
Ages 5-12. 131 pieces. A $45.25 value.
#K5805 Princess Rosaline and her Friends Kit Catalog Special—$41

FREE! Millimy the Fairy with #K5805

F. #5811 Prince Justin Ages 5-12. 8 pieces. $5.50

G. #5812 King Ages 5-12. 8 pieces. $5.50

H. #5804 Witch's Cottage Ages 5-12. 40 pieces. $12.25

Keep the king's gold safe!

Keep Prince Justin's sword in the treasure chest.

Keep the princess's crown safe!

Figures shown smaller than actual size of 3 1/2".

Magic Spell Book

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
When Danger Strikes, Call the RES-Q Squad!

A. Speed to the rescue!
When swimmers, divers or boaters get into trouble — pound over the waves in the River Response to save the day! Comes with a dinghy, rescue rope, mini car, binoculars, saw and all kinds of tools and diving equipment. Includes three fearless Res-Q workers. Ages 7-12. 145 pieces. #6451 River Response $22.00

B. #6445 Emergency Evacuation
Ages 7-12. 97 pieces. $18.75

These binoculars are great!

C. When emergency strikes, it's your job to save the day!
This high-powered control center has everything you need to rescue by land, sea or air. Includes a helicopter and landing pad, boat, tow truck, motorcycle, and trailer with dinghy. Plus a complete supply of rescue tools and 5 brave rescue workers to use them. Ages 8-12. 420 pieces. #6479 Emergency Response Center $66.00
D. Help is needed fast!
Load the excavator onto the back of the Res-Q Cruiser and hit the seas. Attach the buzz saw, jackhammers, or grabber arm to the crane arm for daring rescues. Comes with three Res-Q workers. Ages 8-12. 238 pieces.  
#5473 Res-Q Cruiser $33.50

E. #5314 RES-Q Equipment
Ages 5-12. 31 pieces. $3.00

F. Get ready for heartpounding action!
A high speed helicopter has a net and stretcher for transporting victims. Plus a raft for river rescues. All kinds of extras added to the dramatic: a winch for lifting the stretcher or raft, a rotor that really turns, a rope for climbing, and a fully equipped tool box. Three brave Res-Q workers included. 
Ages 7-12. 201 pieces. 
#5462 Aerial Recovery $27.50

Save the day with the RES-Q Team!
Kit includes:
#5451 River Response
#5445 Emergency Evacuation
#5452 Aerial Recovery
#5473 Res-Q Cruiser
#5479 Emergency Response Center 
Ages 6-12. 1146 pieces. $162.75 value. 
#50470 Emergency RES-Q Kit 
Catalog Special - $154

G. #5319 RES-Q Accessories
Ages 5-12. 19 pieces. $3.50

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
B. Gear up for the ultimate challenge!
Cruise over rough terrain in the monster truck... ride the rapids and rock climb — that's if you're up for the challenge! Once you're on top of the mountain, cross the ravine in seconds on the zipline. Next, hop on your 4-wheeler or trike and cruise over the hanging bridge and start planning your next extreme adventure. Includes four daredevils.
Ages 8-12. 354 pieces.

#6584 Extreme Team Challenge $54.00

Hit the barrel to release a trap door in the tent!

Cross the ravine in seconds on the zipline!

Ride the rapids, but watch out — hit the wrong rock and start an avalanche!

D. #6585 Hang Glider
Ages 6-12.
18 pieces. $3.50
Collect All Five Extreme Team Sets!

Kit includes:
- #2963 Extreme Racer
- #6584 Extreme Team Challenge
- #6572 Wind Runners
- #6582 Daredevil Flight Squad
- #6580 Land Jet 7

Ages 8-12, 186 pieces. A $115.75 value.
#K5834 Extreme Adventure Kit
Catalog Special -- $9

FREE Extreme Racer and Wind Runners with #K5834!

Tip cockpit down so pilot can hop in!

Open cargo bay doors to work on the engine.

E. Fly faster than the speed of sound!
Hold on tight 'cause you're going up, up, up! Performing loop de loops and other daring maneuvers are all part of your daredevil stunt show. Stunt plane comes with a helicopter, car, two trailers and three daredevils. Ages 8-12, 278 pieces.
#6582 Daredevil Flight Squad $33.00

F. Speed is the name...
And danger is the game! This car is built like a jet and almost as fast. So buckle up, power-up the engines and cruise. Comes with a fearless driver and mechanic. Ages 7-12, 105 pieces.
#6580 Land Jet 7 $14.50

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day

Includes application to join the LEGO Club...FREE!
All Under $10

Ages 5-12

NEW!

A. #4910 Hover Scout
   Ages 5-12. 39 pieces. $3.50

B. #4920 Rapid Rider
   Ages 5-12. 38 pieces. $4.50

C. #5469 Lunar Rover
   Ages 5-12. 35 pieces. $4.50

D. #52515 Package Pickup
   Ages 5-12. 26 pieces. $4.75

E. #6431 Road Rescue
   Ages 5-12. 47 pieces. $4.50

F. #6107 Beacon Ray
   Ages 5-12. 17 pieces. $3.50

G. #6033 Treasure Transport
   Ages 5-12. 43 pieces. $6.75

H. #6110 Solo Sub
   Ages 6-12. 22 pieces. $4.50

I. #6477 Beach Buggy
   Ages 5-12. 27 pieces. $3.50

J. #6453 Comlink Cruiser
   Ages 6-12. 38 pieces. $6.75

K. #8587 Speed Splasher
   Ages 6-12. 28 pieces. $4.50

It's like getting a FREE set!
CALL TODAY!
1-800-453-4652

Buy any 5 items on page 36 and save $4.50!
Buy 10 items and save $9.00!
Under $10

Buy any 5 items on page 36 and save $4.50! Buy 10 items and save $9.00!

It’s like getting a FREE set!

CALL TODAY!
1-800-453-4652
E. #6431 Road Rescue
Ages 6-12. 47 pieces. $4.50

H. #6110 Solo Sub
Ages 6-12. 22 pieces. $4.50

K. #6567 Speed Splasher
Ages 6-12. 28 pieces. $4.50
Build It Your Way
with these Essential Extras!

A. #5130 Windows & Seats
14 pieces. $3.00

B. #5318 Headwear
26 pieces. $3.00

C. #5050 Airplane Accessories
21 pieces. $3.50

D. #5316 Transparent Accessories
52 pieces. $3.30

E. #5386 Antennas & Control Sticks
38 pieces. $3.00

F. #5388 Hinges and Turntables
26 pieces. $3.75

G. #5315 Connectors
60 pieces. $3.00

H. #5033 Lighting Brick
5 pieces. $5.50

I. #5391 9V Battery Box
$5.50

J. #5307 Electric Plates
9 pieces. $6.75

K. #5397 Magnets and Holders
12 pieces. $5.50

L. #5133 Town Accessories
47 pieces. $3.50

M. #5390 Transparent Windows and Hinges
6 pieces. $3.50

N. #5388 Diver Accessories
37 pieces. $4.50

O. #5394 Horses and Saddles
12 pieces. $4.50

P. #5302 Wheels & Bearings
24 pieces. $3.50

Q. #6328 Town Folks
23 pieces. $6.75

R. CREATE YOUR OWN ROAD SYSTEM!
Create your own unique LEGO community road system... then have fun building tunnels, bridges, buildings and more with your LEGO bricks. Or use these plates to build a winding raceway. All road plates are detailed with bicycle/jogging paths. Each plate measures 10" square. Two plates per package. $7.75

#6220 T-Road Plates
#6221 Curved Road Plates
#6322 Straight Road Plates
#6323 Cross Road Plates

S. #5160 Aquanaut & Aquashark Accessories
Ages 5-12. 21 pieces. $3.00

T. #5390 Construction Accessories
12 pieces. $4.50

U. #5362 Aquazone Accessories
19 pieces. $4.50

V. #6427 Road Signs
43 pieces. $7.25

NEW!

Includes application to join the LEGO Club... FREE!

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
A. Challenge your friends to the fastest fun on four wheels!

Imagine a car, any car. Build it. Scrap it. Build it again, only better! Create your driver. Choose your track. Pick the scene - Castle, Town, Space or Adventurers. Dodge obstacles. Sneak through hidden short cuts. Find secret passageways. Jump into the lead. Defeat the history's greatest challenges like Johnny Thunder and Baron Von Bacon. Then and only then, you'll have the chance to race the ultimate LEGO champion - the Rocket Racer! Up for the challenge? Ages 8+. Choose from PC, or Nintendo and Playstation® game consoles.

#2200541 Racers PC CD-ROM .................................. $39.75
#2200545 Racers Play Station .................................. $44.00
Available September 30, 1999

#2200546 Racers Nintendo 64 ................................. $54.00
Available September 30, 1999

PC
 minimum System Requirements:
Microsoft Windows 95/98, 200 MHz Pentium or faster, 32 MB Ram, 4x CD-ROM or faster, 2.0 MB accompaniment free hard drive space. 4MB Direct 3D graphics accelerator card. DirectSound compatible sound card and a mouse.

B. High adventures deep underground!

Take command! You and the Rock Raiders team are stranded deep underground. Your mission is to collect precious crystals buried deep beneath the surface. Crystals are the only source of fuel to power your vehicles so you can return home safely. Ready to mine for precious crystals, tunnel through solid rock, escape the clutches of the Rock Monsters? If you’re up for the challenge, the Rock Raiders want YOU on their team! Prepare for over 24 exciting missions...and always beware of the Rock Monsters!

Ages 8+. Choose from PC or Playstation game consoles.

#2200547 Rock Raiders PC CD-ROM .................................. $39.75
Available September 30, 1999

#2200551 Rock Raiders Play Station .................................. $44.00
Available October 13, 1999

PC
 minimum System Requirements:
Microsoft Windows 95/98, 200 MHz Pentium or faster, 32 MB Ram, 4x CD-ROM or faster, 200 MB uncompressed free hard drive space. 4MB Direct 3D graphics accelerator card, DirectSound compatible sound card and a mouse.

NEW!

Customize your champion.
Create a wacky driver's license.
Choose a ready-made vehicle or create your own.
Take your car for a spin on the test track.

Here's your ship - ready for your 1st mission!
Meet a member of the Rock Raiders team.
Use the powerful drills to tunnel your way through solid rock.
Watch out for the Rock Monster!
C. The LEGO Creator Official Activity Book
This book is packed with step-by-step instructions on how to add sound and movement to your virtual LEGO creations, building tips on how to create wacky LEGO models, ideas from other LEGO Maniacs like you, plus a section full of really cool LEGO models designed by Model Builders at the LEGO Design Shop. Ages 8+.
#B400 LEGO Creator Official Activity Book $19.50

D. Create, command and explore your own virtual LEGO world!
Build race cars, motorcycles, helicopters, a police station, an entire town— all with virtual LEGO bricks. Or speed up construction by using pre-built structures like fire stations, cars and trucks to create your LEGO city. Animate your creations, add sound, even virtually explore the buildings you've just made. Then print them out, save them on a disk or e-mail them to friends. Ages 8+.
#CD400 LEGO Creator $29.75

Minimum System Requirements:
Windows 95/98, Pentium 166 MHz, 2 MB RAM, 4x speed PC CD-ROM drive, 85 MB of free hard drive space, Direct3D compatible graphics card capable of 640 x 480 resolution and DirectDraw compatible, DirectSound compatible sound card, a mouse, and a 3D accelerator strongly recommended.

E. LEGO characters make real chess really fun!
Real time 3D technology brings your favorite LEGO characters to life on a virtual chessboard. The user-friendly design makes it a fun way to learn how to play chess, while challenging enough for chess enthusiasts.
• Choose characters from Pirates or Wild West.
• A fun, easy-to-use tutorial session will help new players learn the game.
• Seven different board backgrounds.
• Play with a friend! Multiplayer options. Ages 8+.
#CD200 LEGO Chess $19.75

Minimum System Requirements:
Windows 95/98, Pentium 166 MHz, 16 MB RAM, 4x speed PC CD-ROM drive, 30 MB of free hard drive space, 1MB AVI video card capable of at least 16-bit color, 640 x 480 resolution and DirectDraw compatible, DirectSound compatible sound card, a mouse, and a 3D accelerator strongly recommended.

F. Build your own railroad town!
Just imagine the railroad you can build with an unlimited supply of tracks. As you build the tracks, you create a train town, too. With buildings, trees, ponds, signal lights, animals, and all kinds of LEGO characters. You can control the movement yourself. Or, when your computer is idle, your LEGO Loco town becomes a screen saver. Ages 8+.
#CD980 LEGO Loco $15.75

Minimum System Requirements:
Windows 95/98, Pentium 133 MHz, 32 MB RAM, 4x speed PC CD-ROM drive, 50 MB of free hard drive space, 1 MB video card, and a mouse.
A. If you’re a LEGO Maniac - you’re going to LOVE this game!
At the start of the game, all the LEGO pieces go in the center and each player gets a card showing all the bricks needed to build a model. As players move along the board, they collect the pieces they need to build their model - first one to finish wins! Fun for the whole family. 2 to 4 players.
Ages 7 & up. 72 pieces.
#GA03 LEGO Creator Board Game
$19.75

B. Build your own awesome LEGO watch!
With LEGO watches you don’t just tell time, you build it yourself! Each watch includes child-size bands, plus lots of links to create a watch band that will fit almost anyone.
Ages 5 and up.
#W100 LEGO Watch
#W200 LEGO Space Watch
$39.75 each

NEW!

C. Finally...a backpack for everything you do!
Pack it up with school stuff...sports equipment...hiking gear...you pick the activity, fill your backpack and you’re ready to go. Lots of pockets, straps, clips and zippers add extra storage space and make packing up your stuff even more fun. Also includes detachable fanny pack with belt that can be worn separately. Ages 4-10.
#L010 Backpack $44.00

D. A Chair that goes everywhere you go!
Tired of just sitting on the grass or on uncomfortable bleachers? With the LEGO portable chair - now you don’t have to. This chair folds easily and can be carried by the handle or attached to the back of the L010 Back Pack. Great for sporting events and camping. Ages 4-10.
#L030 Portable Chair $16.50
E. Cool NEW LEGO T-shirts!
Now you can choose from two colorful new designs. These high-quality T-shirts are made of 100% Cotton jersey for soft, comfortable wear. Machine-wash and dry as often as you like. They won’t shrink or lose their shape. Made in USA. Please indicate size on order form.

Youth Sizes:
YM(10-12), YM(14-16).............$12.00
Adult Sizes:
AS, AM, AL, AX..................$14.00

#TS09 Space Port T-shirt
#TS10 Jungle Adventurers T-shirt

F. Build your own town with 6 oversized play mats!
Large 18” x 24” foam-backed pieces connect easily and stay connected so you can add buildings or drive LEGO vehicles around the town. Streets, lakes and familiar buildings like fire stations and the police headquarters are printed directly on the play mats, plus you can add your own buildings, trees, boats and lots of LEGO characters to make the town even more real! Includes six 18” x 24” play mat pieces. Plus, mats come in a carrying case with handle. Ages 5+.
#M100 Build Your Own Play Mat $39.75

C. Travelling has never been so much fun!
All new LEGO luggage is more than just a suitcase - it’s also a backpack and a building surface - all in one! Turn waiting time into building time - unzip the front of the suitcase to reveal a LEGO baseplate - then build like crazy. When it’s time to go, store your bricks in a zipper pocket, attach your backpack with a secure strap, grab the handle and let ‘er roll. Bricks sold separately. Ages 7-12.
#L3015 LEGO Luggage $82.00

GREAT FEATURES!
- Backpack attaches securely to suitcase.
- Retractable handle and wheels make pulling luggage easy.
- Roomy suitcase measures 22” x 14” x 6”
- Strong, durable and waterproof fabric
- Without backpack, it fits under most airline seats.
- Storage pocket for LEGO bricks
Maniac Favorites!

Ages 6-12

Cheating card players beware! Turn the table one way and you'll end up in jail -- turn it the other way and make an escape!

Stash gold coins in secret spots!

Limited Quantities! Order Now!

A. Defend the fort from Flatfoot's gang of bandits!

Build this huge cavalry fort and let the flags wave high. Its 6 cavalry officers are prepared to tackle any trouble -- including those good-for-nothin' bandits. There are two trapdoors -- one sends cheating card players to prison and the other is a secret exit. Also includes a cannon, gold bugle, dynamite and card bricks, 3 bandits, 1 deputy, and secret pieces for slashing gold. Ages 8-12. 666 pieces. #9768 Fort Legoredo $39.99

Not Available in Any Store

B. #2148 Tractor Trailer Cab

Ages 7-12. 104 pieces. $11.00

Limited Quantities! Order Now!

Boat Really Floats!
C. You're in command of all the action!

You've got to think fast and move quickly to keep on top of the action-packed Cargo Center. Use the forklift to load the transport chopper, fuel up and lift off! Then take charge from the control tower to make sure everyone gets their packages. Also includes pick-up truck, fuel vehicle and five cargo workers.

Ages 5-12. 223 pieces. 
#5330 Cargo Center $32.00

D. #6639 Mini-Dumper
Ages 5-12. 28 pieces. $3.50

E. #6903 Bug Blaster
Ages 5-12. 24 pieces. $3.50

F. Set sail in your own private yacht!

Spend your vacation cruising the seas and visiting tropical islands in your private yacht! It's fully equipped with a kitchen, sleeping bags, table and deck for sunbathing. Turn the captain's wheel to help steer the boat - you'll never go off course with a working compass. And be sure to wear your life vest because the waves can get pretty rough! Also includes a rowboat, radio, a shell, a starfish, a crab, two parents, a child and a pet dog. Boat really floats.

Ages 7-12. 224 pieces.
#5846 Family Yacht $44.00

G. #6566 Bank
Ages 5-12. 96 pieces. $16.50

Includes application to join the LEGO Club...FREE!

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
Who Will Keep the Treasure - Red Ninjas, Robbers or the Evil Emperor?

An evil emperor has stolen Shogun Gi-Dan’s treasure. The Shogun makes a deal with the Ninja Princess, leader of the red ninjas, to help him get it back. The Robbers are after the treasure too - watch out!

Red Ninja Master and Ninja Princess

NEW!

A. Meet the mysterious and powerful ninja princess!
The ninja princess and her band of red ninjas bring all the stolen treasure to the Emperor’s Stronghold for safekeeping. They’ve booby-trapped the fortress with trapdoors and secret entrances. Includes ninja princess, two red ninjas, evil Shogun and precious treasure. Ages 7-12. 328 pieces.

#3053 Emperor’s Stronghold $44.00

Collect all 4 Red Ninja Sets!
Kit includes:

#3050 Shanghai Surprise
#3051 Blaze Attack
#3052 Ninja’s Fire Fortress
#3053 Emperor’s Stronghold

Ages 7-12. 740 pieces.
A $108.00 value.
#3053 Red Ninja’s Kit Catalog Special -- $93

FREE
Shanghai Surprise with #3053!

Only set that contains the Ninja Princess!

Protect the precious treasure!
D. Discover the many secrets of the red ninja’s fortress...

...where dangerous traps await the unwary! There’s a trapdoor, a secret entrance, and special ropes and chains used to sneekily scale walls. The brain behind the fortress is a wise old ninja who knows more secrets than he will reveal!

Includes two red ninjas and precious treasure for them to protect.

Ages 7-12. 157 pieces.

#3052 Ninja’s Fire Fortress $33.00

NEW!

E. #3051 Blaze Attack Ages 7-12. 143 pieces. $16.50

F. #6045 Ninja Surprise Ages 7-12. 109 pieces. $14.50

Includes application to join the LEGO Club...FREE!

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
Protect the Shogun’s Treasure
from the Robbers and the Red Ninjas!

NEW!

B. Welcome to a world of stealth...danger...and stolen treasure.
Where everyone is suspect and nothing is what it seems! This massive stone castle is booby-trapped everywhere, with trap doors, flying axes, hidden swords and even a flying ninja. Who will finally get the magic ruby — the ninjas, the samurai, or the sneaky robbers? That's up to you to decide!
Includes three ninjas, three samurai, the shogun, one bandit and a skeleton.
Ages 8-12, 688 pieces.

#6093 Flying Ninja's Fortress $99.00

A. #4805 Ninja Knights Ages 8-12, 25 pieces. $6.75

Back View

Turn the revolving wall one way - see the royal treasure. Turn it again - surprise!

Building Tip:
Create a new castle in a flash - there's no need to rebuild! Sections from #6089 and towers from #6093 and #6088 can be used with large sections from #6093 to create a giant castle or even a small kingdom.

Pull the pins to release the swords - watch out!

LEGO SYSTEM
A collection of your favorite Ninjas at a special price!

Kit includes:
- #6033 Samurai Stronghold
- #6010 Samurai Swordsman
- #6039 Stone Tower Bridge
- #6030 Flying Ninjas' Fortress

Ages 6-12, 1289 pieces. A $178.50 value.
#6033 Shogun's Adventure Kit
Catalog Special - $9.99

FREE
Samurai Stronghold with #6033!

C. Here it is...stronghold of the samurai treasure.
It's protected by booby-traps and the courage of the samurai warrior. But what's this climbing the wall without a sound? The robber's ninja, who wants the treasure for himself! Includes the Shogun, one samurai and one black ninja.
Ages 7-12, 187 pieces.
#6033 Samurai Stronghold $22.00

D. #6013 Samurai Swordsman
Ages 5-12, 12 pieces. $3.50

Pull the pin to release the trap door.

Pull the pin to make the ninja swoop down!

Two revolving walls make it easy for the ninjas to sneak around.

Pull the pin to release the swinging axe.

E. Watch out for sneaky ninjas and tons of traps!
The robber's got to get the stolen treasure cart over the samurai guarded, Stone Tower Bridge without getting caught. Sneaky ninjas are everywhere - hiding in the tower and skillfully scaling walls. Includes horse cart with secret compartment, two ninjas, one robber and two samurais.
Ages 8-12, 402 pieces.
#6038 Stone Tower Bridge $34.00

Pull the pin to release the secret floor panel.

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day

Includes application to join the LEGO Club...FREE!
Look out for the Swarm of Insectoids!

LIMITED QUANTITIES!
for all items on pages 48-49!

Press the buttons to make three space sounds and light up part of the giant insect.

Slide front of base forward to release orb-collecting insect.

Communications tower also included.

A. #2365 Home Scout
   Ages 5-12. 71 pieces. $8.75

B. It's the BIGGEST Insectoid of them all!
   Shaped like a spider, it's ready to scuttle in any direction. Lights and three space sounds alert others to stay out of its way! Watch out for this giant creature...it might be invading your town next! Includes two Insectoids, two droids, communications tower and lots of energy orbs. Requires two AA batteries (not included) to operate lights and sound. Ages 6-12. 433 pieces.
   #6977 Arachnoid Star Base $88.00

C. Search for energy orbs in the Bi-Wing Blaster!
   At first glance, it looks like a giant bee. But no — it's actually two robo-bugs in one! On special missions the smaller insect releases and sets off on its own. The larger insect is dangerous for all that come near — it has powerful jaws in front that just might crunch YOU if you get too close! Includes one Insectoid, a droid and two energy orbs to fuel the ships.
   Ages 7-12. 112 pieces.
   #6905 Bi-Wing Blaster $16.50

Collect energy orbs with the magnetic orb crane.

All wings flap up and down.

Mini-blaster attaches on back of ship.

Use magnet to pick up energy orbs.
D. Part insect, part machine, part robot...
This is one bug to watch out for!
It rumbles and rolls over rocky terrain in search of magnetic energy orbs to fuel Insectoid ships. When it finds one, it picks it up with the special magnet! Then it's off to search for more.
Includes one Insectoid and a droid. Ages 7-12. 247 pieces.
#6319 Planetary Prowler $44.00

E. You don't just see it. You don't just fear it.
You actually hear it! The Celestial Stinger makes three different space sounds to warn others of its approach — and to scramble enemy signals! Stinger lights up when sound is activated, and two mosquito ships detach with quick release magnets to swarm anyone or anything that tries to get in their way. Includes one Insectoid, two droids and three magnetic energy orbs. Requires two AA batteries (not included) to operate lights and sound. Ages 8-12. 252 pieces.
#6969 Celestial Stinger $54.00

Light

Press buttons to light up the stinger and make three different space sounds.

Sound
A. Prowl the ocean floor in this sneaky stingray!
It's shaped like a sneaky stingray, which prowls the ocean floor in search of prey. But it's actually the biggest, most powerful ship of the Stingray team. Two smaller vessels detach from the ship's front for spy missions. Comes with three sea creatures and four Stingray crew members. Wingspan is 18" and the Stingray measures 12" from head to tail. Ages 8-12. 398 pieces. #6198 Stingray Stormer $76.00

B. This high-tech sub is also a working lab and an underwater prison!
Suction hoses gather crystals as the sub searches the deep. Special magnets can be used to attach and detach the hoses in a flash. Comes with three Hydronauts and a Stingray prisoner. Ages 8-12. 283 pieces. #6180 Hydro Search Sub $54.00

C. Snatch crystal boxes with super suction hoses!
This amazing sea vessel has a claw and a special suction nozzle for collecting samples. Stash crystals in the storage box so the sneaky Stingrays won't find them! Ages 7-12. 101 pieces. #6150 Crystal Detector $22.00

Attach rubber suction hose to crystal box to lift it off the ocean floor.
3. It looks like a scorpion...
But it actually a deep-sea vessel manned by three Stingrays — half man, half fish creatures. Scan the ocean floor with adjustable search lights. Then use the hose and claw to snatch crystals from the Hydrocarts.
Ages 7-12. 232 pieces.
#163 Sea Scorpion $44.00

Take the cockpit from the front of the ship and the propeller from the tail to create a mini-epu sub!

**LIMITED QUANTITIES!**
for all items on pages 50-51!

**E. This is it — the super-advanced, Hydronaut techno station!**
And this is where the Hydrocarts and Stingrays battle it out for the secret stash of crystals. The Stingrays try to sneak in by breaking into the base. Check out the amazing features like a special suction hose, a barred door that keeps sea creatures out, a working crane, and a big expedition vessel. Includes two Stingrays and three Hydrocarts.
Ages 8-12. 478 pieces.
#6199 Hydro Crystalization Station $59.00

Dock sub at back of station and unload Stingray prisoners.

Giant claw arm opens and closes.

Full the pin to drop Stingrays into the underwater prison.

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
A. Get ready to burn rubber!
Here is a lean, mean racing machine. It has all the details of a real dragster — like a rear spoiler, powerful engine, and front wheel steering. So burn rubber at the track and let the competition eat your dust! Next use the same pieces to build a super-powerful tractor. Instructions included to build both models. Ages 9+. 396 pieces.
#5533 Red Fury $54.00

LIMITED QUANTITIES!
ORDER NOW!

B. Build your own replica of a state-of-the-art helicopter!
Rotors are designed for vertical take-offs and motionless hovering flight. Real helicopters like this one can fly at speeds of 150 m.p.h. YOU get to decide how fast this one flies! Next use the same pieces to build a snowmobile. Ages 9+. 483 pieces.
#5542 Black Thunder $44.00
C. YOU own the road...

...when you cruise in this powerful diesel rig. You and your friends will be amazed by the realistic details. Check out the chrome lights, side mirrors, front grill, working doors, windshield wipers and more. Once you’ve built this monster rig, use the same pieces to build an unstoppable off-road vehicle.

Ages 10+. 787 pieces.

#5563 Diesel Rig $88.00

---

D. Build and rebuild your own R-C Racer!

Then off you go! Screeeeaccchi go the tires. A long straightway down the hall. Then a quick left, a sharp right as you dodge furniture, toys, your little brother, anything that gets in the way! Includes one car chassis with power source, radio controller, instructions to build five different cars, and inspirational ideas on how to race them. One LEGO mini-figure included. Requires one 9V battery for the controller and 4 AA batteries for the car. Batteries not included. Covered by a one year limited warranty. (See order form for details.) Ages 7+. 292 pieces.

#5600 R-C Racer $88.00

---

Includes application to join the LEGO Club... FREE!

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
All Aboard for Train Adventures!

Freight trains... passenger trains... cargo loaders... you name it. There's only one place in town where you'll find all these awesome LEGO trains — right here on pages 54-57! So load'em up and let 'em roll — because this is where the action starts!

NEW! NEW!

A. Clear the tracks!
Make the tracks safe from snow! As it chugs along, this handy vehicle blows snow from the tracks. Comes with one train worker. Ages 7-12. 50 pieces. #4553 Train Track Snow Remover $10.00

B. Keep your trains clean - send them through the train wash!
When the train car rolls through, the washers spin to give a good scrub. Plus, you can remove the track piece to send your cars and tracks through too! Comes with a flatbed car and two workers. Ages 7-12. 183 pieces. #4553 Train Wash $34.50

C. Too heavy -- or just right?
Sometimes you have to weigh your freight before you load it on the train. This crane does the job -- lifts your load and determines its weight. Now put it over to the tracks, load it up and you're ready to roll. Includes two railroad workers. Ages 7-12. 210 pieces. #4557 Freight Loading Station $34.90

NEW! NOT AVAILABLE IN ANY STORE

Take out the track piece to send cars and trucks through the wash too!

NEW! NOT AVAILABLE IN ANY STORE

Weigh heavy loads with a working scale.

If you love trains — check out LEGO LOCO CD-ROM on page 39.
D. Every town needs a train station...

where you can keep busy before and after your train trips. Grab a bite to eat, mail a letter or go to the top platform for a good vof the train as it's pulling into the station! There's a crew of three people to help you with your luggage and to make sure you board the right train. Also comes with luggage cart, three passengers and a chef.

Ages 7-12. 233 pieces.

#4559 Train Station $46.00

NEW! NOT AVAILABLE IN ANY STORE

LIMITED QUANTITIES! ORDER NOW!

E. Here's the classic train that can do all kinds of jobs!
The steam engine chugs, the bucket car tips, the freight carries big loads and the caboose follows merrily along. Build the cars and get ready for all kinds of motorized action. Use the track pieces and the speed regulator sold on pages 56-57. Or use tracks and the speed regulator from your own LEGO train sets. Includes a passenger, an engineer and a worker. Tracks not included. Ages 7-12. 281 pieces.

#2225 Classic Train $68.00

Classic Train Kit

Includes:

#2225 Classic Train
#4548 Speed Regulator (p.57)
#4520 2 Curved Tracks (p.57)
#4515 Straight Tracks (p.57)
#K3225 Classic Train Kit

A $151.75 value.
Catalog Special - Only $138

Tracks not included

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
A. Make repairs in your town and on the tracks.
Up, up, up rises the bucket of the service truck so you can make repairs to lights and wires. Comes with plenty of tools and a two-person repair crew. Ages 7-12. 115 pieces.
#4341 Road N’Rail Service Truck $14.50

Move the black plate to change the light from red to green.

NEW! NOT AVAILABLE IN ANY STORE

B. Load the freight train with two giant cranes!
All the action and excitement of a bustling train yard, complete with an engine, three flanged train cars, containers for loading solids and liquids, two working cranes, a working scale for weighing cargo, a truck and much more. Use the cranes to load the cars, make sure the load is not too heavy, then let them roll round the track. Requires #4549 9-volt Speed Regulator to operate (sold separately). Ages 8-12. 366 pieces.
#4565 Freight & Crane Railway $149.00

Customize your flatbed cars. -- You can even load the crane onto the train!

Use cranes to load and unload cargo.

Flip rail wheels up, then drive this truck in your town.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D.</td>
<td>#4519 Cross Track</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
<td>1 x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E.</td>
<td>#4331 Switching Rails</td>
<td>$28.75</td>
<td>2 x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.</td>
<td>#4315 Eight Straight Rails</td>
<td>$13.25</td>
<td>8 x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.</td>
<td>#4520 Eight Curved Rails</td>
<td>$13.25</td>
<td>8 x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H.</td>
<td>#4548 Speed Regulator</td>
<td>$46.00</td>
<td>3 x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I.</td>
<td>#5906 Wagon Plate</td>
<td>$3.00</td>
<td>1 x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J.</td>
<td>#5304 Two Wheelsets</td>
<td>$3.50</td>
<td>2 x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K.</td>
<td>#5302 Two Bogieplates</td>
<td>$2.50</td>
<td>2 x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L.</td>
<td>Cross Track Kit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.</td>
<td>Deluxe Track Kit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N.</td>
<td>#5310 Lighting Brick</td>
<td>$5.50</td>
<td>4 x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O.</td>
<td>#5303 Buffers, Magnets &amp; Couplers</td>
<td>$3.50</td>
<td>6 x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.</td>
<td>#5305 Connection Wire</td>
<td>$8.75</td>
<td>1 x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q.</td>
<td>#5300 Electric Train Motor</td>
<td>$27.50</td>
<td>3 x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NOW ENTERING THE LEGO TECHNIC ZONE!

A. #8236 Mud Masher
   Ages 8+. 120 pieces. $14.50

B. This truck is built like a monster!
   It’s big, it’s bad, and you can build it yourself! The crane performs three functions - grinds and lifts and turns - all at your command. So you’re in control of all that you see. Now add #8735 LEGO TECHNIC Motor (sold separately) to make the crane drive forwards and backwards. Also includes partial building instructions for a dump truck and snow plough.
   Ages 10+. 572 pieces.
   #8446 Crane Truck $64.00

C. Lift, lower and haul!
   Discover the awesome mechanics behind a working forklift! The forks lift up, up, and can be locked in place. Also features rear wheel steering from the knob on top of the cab. Now use the same pieces to build a front-wheel-drive truck. Includes LEGO TECHNIC driver and instructions to motorize the alternate model with #8735 LEGO TECHNIC Motor (sold separately). Ages 8+. 227 pieces.
   #8248 Forklift $35.00

D. There’s no stopping this fearless rescue team!
   Modular construction makes building a breeze — and lets you get to the action fast! Plus, motorize the trike by adding #8735 LEGO TECHNIC Motor (sold separately). Includes two fearless rescue workers.
   Ages 8+. 132 pieces.
   #8255 Rescue Trike $68.50

E. LEGO TECHNIC Motor
   Get your models moving by adding this more powerful 9V motor to your LEGO TECHNIC sets. Includes motor, 4 wheels, battery box, rubber belts and bricks. Also comes with assembled gears and instructions that show you how to get your models running at three different speeds. Requires 6 AA batteries not included.
   Ages 9+. 30 pieces.
   #8735 LEGO TECHNIC Motor $44.00

Add a motor and watch your model ROAR to life!

Look for sets marked with this symbol. Detailed instructions for motorizing at least one model are included.

POWER IT UP! 8735

#8720 Power Pack available as an accessory on page 81.
**NEW!**

F. Indy Storm takes racing action to a whole new level!

This sleek racer with front-wheel steering is ideal for cruising around the track at top speeds. Pistons pump and cool chrome-like rims spin as you race to a first-place finish. Back at the pit, open the back hatch to admire the powerful V6 engine that helped you earn the winner's trophy. Add #8735 LEGO TECHNIC Motor to motorize this racer (sold separately). Next use the same pieces to build a trike and 4x4 off-road buggy. Building hints included. Ages 10+. 440 pieces. #8645 Indy Storm $44.00

**POWER IT UP! 8735**

Back hatch glides open thanks to the new hydraulic system.

Over 14” long!
A. Build the biggest, most powerful tow truck on the superhighway!

Pump up some towing power by filling up the dual air storage tanks. Three individual valves let you release air to perform three separate functions. Then turn the crank to raise the tow hook. Super-cool details like front-wheel steering from knob on tool and new shiny hubs add to the fun. Next build a pneumatic crane car with the same pieces — then motorize it by adding #6735 LEGO TECHNIC Motor (sold separately on page 56).

Ages 11+. 773 pieces.

#8632 Super Tow Truck $12.00

Approximately 14 inches long!

B. Pump it up to lift, scoop & dump!

It's pneumatic power at an all-new level — thanks to the pneumatic air tank that stores power until the moment you need it. Just pump air into the storage tank and open the release valve to scoop, lift the bucket and dump. Add the #6735 LEGO TECHNIC Motor (sold separately on page 56) to motorize this awesome machine. Then use the same pieces to build a Forest Tractor with crane arm. Ages 11+. 532 pieces.

#6459 Pneumatic Front-End Loader $82.00

Over 14½ inches long!
CUSTOMIZATION CENTER

Get your models moving with these motors and accessories!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A.</th>
<th>$5111 9V Motor Wire</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B.</td>
<td>$5114 Extra 9V Motor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.</td>
<td>$5115 9V Battery Box</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.</td>
<td>$5120 Polarity Switch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E.</td>
<td>$5119 Micro Motor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All the special pieces you need to construct even larger LEGO TECHNIC creations!

| F. | $5229 Gears & Differentials 23 pieces. | $4.50 |
| G. | $5294 Toggle Joints & Connectors 60 pieces. | $4.50 |
| H. | $5202 Angle Beams 8 pieces. | $4.50 |
| I. | $714 LEGO TECHNIC Team 9 pieces. | $8.25 |
| J. | $5264 Loading Grabs 3 pieces. | $4.50 |
| K. | $5201 Angle Pieces 20 pieces. | $4.50 |
| L. | $5273 Cylinder Motor 9 pieces. | $2.25 |
| M. | $5281 Liftarms & Triangles 12 pieces. | $2.25 |
| N. | $5225 Mini Motor 3 pieces. | $17.50 |
| O. | $5278 Chain Links 35 pieces. | $4.00 |
| P. | $5227 Fiber Optic Cables 9 pieces. | $3.25 |
| Q. | $5255 Steering Accessories 12 pieces. | $4.00 |
| R. | $5228 Small Beams & Plates 26 pieces. | $4.50 |
| S. | $5235 Large Beams with Holes 10 pieces. | $4.50 |
| T. | $5720 Power Pack 54 pieces. | $99.75 |

PNEUMATIC POWER
Pneumatic systems work by controlling compressed air. Flick the air valve, press the air pump and let pneumatic power add realism to your models: lifting, pulling—even picking things up.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>U.</th>
<th>$5116 Pneumatic Cylinder 1/4&quot;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V.</td>
<td>$5117 Compressor Pump 7 pieces.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The perfect place to store and sort all your LEGO pieces. Includes two storage levels with removable tray.

W. $5239 TECHNIC Suitcase |

Add wheels to get your models moving!

| BB. | $5226 Cross Axles 18 pieces. | $4.00 |
| CC. | $5281 Balloon Tires (Approx. 2") 4 pieces. | $4.50 |
| DD. | $5282 Balloon Tires (Approx. 3 3/4") 4 pieces. | $6.00 |
| EE. | $5283 Balloon Tires (Approx. 1 3/4") 4 pieces. | $4.00 |

Pneumatic systems work by controlling compressed air. Flick the air valve, press the air pump.

| FF. | $5289 Small Tires (Approx. 1/4") 8 pieces. | $4.00 |

| GG. | $5251 4 Shock Absorbers |
| HH. | $5203 Silver Wheels 4 pieces. | $5.50 |

NEW!

| JJ. | $5205 Pulleys and Rubber Belts 14 pieces. | $4.50 |

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
Introducing ALL NEW THROWBOTS!

A. Collect ‘em, Build ‘em, Launch ‘em!
Now you and your friends can build and collect 3 cool Throwbots. Their amazing spring action arms let you launch discs that fly high! Great for target shooting contests or fast-flying battles. Launch discs at your brother... launch discs at your friends... and launch yourself to victory! Each Throwbot measures approximately 3½” tall.
- Each Throwbot comes with two discs.
- Quick — Transform your Throwbot into compact mode to fit in the carrying case.
- Attach carrying case to your belt so you can take it with you — everywhere!
Ages 7+
Throwbots $5.75 each

CHECK OUT THE NEW THROWBOTS GAME AT: WWW.LEGO.COM/THROWBOTS

#8500 TORCH
Protector of the Fire World
Special Power: Hand of Fire
31 pieces.

#8501 SKY
Super Hero of the Ice World
Special Power: Super Fast Skis
32 pieces.

#8502 TURBO
Master of the Road
Special Power: The Speed of Racing Wheels
44 pieces.

#8504 JET
Master of Flight
Special Power: Double Disc Power
(2 throwing arms)
42 pieces.

#8505 AMAZON
Guardian of the Jungle
Special Power: Machete Arm
34 pieces.

#8506 GRANITE
Protector of the Underground
Special Power: Super Pick-Axe Digging Power
32 pieces.
**Brown Toy 8503 SCUBA**
Guardian of the Underwater World
Special Power: Harpoon Arm
37 pieces.

**Green Toy 8507 ELECTRO**
Controller of Electricity
Special Power: Powerful Wings
35 pieces.

---

**OVER 8” TALL!**

**COLLECT ALL 4 TO CREATE A SUPER ROBOT!**
 Purchase 8500, 8501, 8502 and 8503 to build a super robot. Building tips for super model included with each model.

---

**OVER 8 INCHES TALL!**

**COLLECT ALL 4 TO CREATE A SUPER ROBOT!**
 Purchase 8504, 8505, 8506 and 8507 to build a super robot. Building tips for super model included with each model.

---

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
A. Pow! Bam! Crash!
You face a scuttling, motorized tarantula that knows no fear! Your only hope is to smash its target with the old one-two, double punch — catapulting its driver and shutting off its motor. Play by yourself — armed with a double puncher or give one puncher to a friend and see who can hit the target first! Comes with Sam Cyborg and Nick Stryker figures. Includes 8-volt battery box for spider model. (Requires 2 AA batteries not included.)

Ages 8+. 363 pieces.
#8266 Spider Slayer $375.00

B. Ready, aim, fire!
Shoot the stinger in the right place, at the right time, and you'll smash your opponent's target. When you do, you spring open his cockpit door and disarm his stinger. You WIN! For even more fun, set up the cones and see if you can knock them down by batting the ball with your stinger. Remember, practice makes perfect! Ages 7+. 329 pieces.
#8269 Cyber Stinger $44.00

Use your stinger to hit the ball through the cones.
C. Challenge Sam Cyborg to a CYBER SLAM!
Get ready for amazing, in-your-face Cyber Slam action! Hit the other guy’s target and send him flying through the air. But guard your own target or you might end up in outer space yourself. Use the same pieces to build a moving monster that can be motorized with #8735 LEGO TECHNIC Motor (sold separately on page 55). Includes Nick Stryker and Sam Cyborg figures. Ages 9+. 373 pieces.
#8257 Cyber Strikers $54.00

Squeeze the trigger to hit your opponent's target.

D. #5204 Cyber Slam Accessories
Ages 7+. 11 pieces. $10.50

E. It's a battle—Cyber Cycle versus Scorpion!
Aim your biggest, baddest punch at its target, and you’re in for an eye-popping surprise. On a direct hit, the scorpion lunges forward and its front claws try to grab the cyber cycle. Next use the same pieces to build a monster and airplane, then get ready to battle all over again. Includes Nick Stryker figure. Ages 9+. 121 pieces.
#8245 Robo’s Revenge $33.00

Hit the target - the scorpion lunges forward and its front claws try to grab the cyber cycle!
A. Rotors spin — just like the real thing!

When you hear the whir, whir, whir of spinning blades, you know a high powered helicopter is hovering overhead. And here's one you build yourself! A realistic gear system turns the front and rear blades, and a control stick tilts the rotors. Prepare for liftoff! Now add #8735 (sold separately) to motorize the rotors. Then use the same pieces to build a transport helicopter with twin motors, sky crane and VTOL aircraft. Building tips included. Ages 9+. 307 pieces.

#6444 Air Enforcer $33.00

LIMITED QUANTITIES! ORDER NOW!

1. Open Shuttle Hatch
2. Lift and lower "Canadian" arm
3. Swing arm from side to side
4. Motor 2 opens and closes satellite wings
5. Flash Optic System Lights
B. Build it and blast over bumps!
Discover the thrill of LEGO TECHNIC with this quick-build police beach buggy. You build it in four separate modules—then snap them together and you're ready to roll! Includes jumbo tires for making mincemeat of sand dunes! Ages 7+. 168 pieces.
#6252 Bosch Buster $22.00

C. Build and control your own space shuttle!
Then put it in action with two different motors, a battery box and Fiber Optic System Lights. Also includes motorized retractable landing gear and movable wing flaps. Next, dive into the deep with an awesome submarine you can build with the same pieces. Motors open the front hatch, lower a ramp, power a mini ocean floor scan vehicle forward and backward and flash the Fiber Optic System lights. 6 AA Batteries not included.
Ages 11+. 1,368 pieces.
#6480 Space Shuttle $158.00

Includes application to join the LEGO Club...FREE!
To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day

Tip buggy to the right, turn right. Tip to left, turn left.
A. Pop a wheelie on this souped-up cycle!
Hold onto those handlebars! This motorcycle is the fastest bike on the streets, with working gears, shiny chrome rims, super shocks, clear piston heads and a whole lot more. Build it carefully, piece by piece, and when it's ready to roll, pop a wheelie and show some speed! Next use the same pieces to build the alternate chopper bike. Ages 9+. 315 pieces.
#8417 Mag Wheel Master $33.00

TURBO COMMAND

Awesome Steering Action
Cool Suspension
Pumping Pistons
Alternate Dune Buggy model

B. Build and experience five awesome vehicles!
Turbo Command is LEGO TECHNIC like you've never seen before! You get a CD with 3D building instructions to build five super-cool models out of the same pieces. The CD-ROM Experience Expander includes an exciting virtual world where you help Dan Thunder protect Planet TECHNIC from troublemakers like Accelerator, Burner and Scorch. Plus three challenging racetracks to test-drive your virtual vehicles. Ages 11+. 456 pieces.
#8428 Turbo Command $66.00

CD-ROM includes step-by-step building instructions for all five models!

CD-ROM Experience Expander

Meet Dan Thunder, protector of Planet TECHNIC and his buddy Orb.
Choose your track... your car... then fine tune your vehicle for top performance!
Explore Planet TECHNIC in Dan Thunder's awesome Cruiser.
3D step-by-step building instructions let you view steps at your own speed, then use the virtual reality function to see how all the parts work together.
C. Prepare to be amazed by this deep sea submarine!
Powered by pneumatics and the new air storage tank, its propellers spin, its periscope scans the horizon and its powerful front claw opens and closes to lift things off the ocean floor. Comes with a LEGO TECHNIC diver and building instructions for an alternate model with a detachable mini-sub. Ages 9+. 376 pieces. #8250 Search Sub $40.95
Catalog Special — $25

D. You build it, you program it, you tell it what to do!
This monster truck gives you absolutely amazing power with a motor, sound effects and a unique device that uses barcodes to program its movement. Use the special “Code Pilot” to scan barcodes on the Code Card to tell the truck what to do. Connect the Code Pilot to the truck and watch the truck get to work! And if that’s not enough, flip the Code Card over to record and play back music with the Code Pilot. Requires 6 AA batteries not included. Ages 11+. 1283 pieces. #8479 Barcode Multi-Set $164.00

Grab, lift and load tires, then dump them out of the truck.

Over 18 inches long!

NOT AVAILABLE IN ANY STORE

INCLUDES INSTRUCTIONS FOR 3 AWESOME ALTERNATE MODELS!

Scan barcode on the Code Card to tell truck what to do.

Auto-Drive Buggy

Robot

Satellite Truck

Includes application to join the LEGO Club...FREE!

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
Imagine a Robot and Bring it to life with...

LEGO MINDSTORMS™

*All sets on these pages are inspirational — building instructions are not provided.*
Need help selecting your first LEGO Mindstorms Set?

Look for these icons near each set to help make your decision a little easier.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LEGO Mindstorms Sets recommended for first time users</th>
<th>PC Required</th>
<th>No PC Required</th>
<th>No Building Instructions Included</th>
<th>Paper Building Instructions Included</th>
<th>CD-ROM Building Instructions Included</th>
<th>AGES 9+</th>
<th>AGES 12+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#9735 ROBOTICS DISCOVERY SET</td>
<td>PC required for use. Please review minimum system requirements for each set.</td>
<td>No PC required. No PC required for use.</td>
<td>No Building instructions included. Inspirational ideas and challenges provided, but no detailed building instructions are included.</td>
<td>Paper building instructions included for some models.</td>
<td>CD-ROM building instructions included for use of CD ROM building instructions.</td>
<td>Ages 9+ Recommended for builders ages 9 and over.</td>
<td>Ages 12+ Recommended for builders ages 12 and over.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#5748 DROID DEVELOPER KIT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#8757 ROBOTICS INVENTION SYSTEM II</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Create Smart Robots without a Computer!

Hoop-o-Bot -
A robotic basketball hoop that challenges you to a game.

Intruder Alarm -
A light-triggered alarm that can launch a spring loaded rocket.

The Bug -
A robotic insect that can explore the dark corners of your house.

How It Works!

1. Build

2. Program

3. Let it Run!

A. Begin your robotics adventure with the Robotics Discovery Set

The Robotics Discovery Set's got everything you need to bring your LEGO creations to life. The Scout - a powerful LEGO microcomputer acts as the brain of your robot and makes it easy for you to make your robot do what you want them to do. Start at level 1 with complete building instructions and tutorials to guide you through building and programming three cool robots. Now you're ready for level 2 - we provide tips and challenges and you do the rest. Level 3 - you create your own inventions! Requires 6 AA batteries. No PC required. Ages 9+

#9735 Robotics Discovery Set $159.00

NEW!

ROBOTICS DISCOVERY SET

Includes Scout microcomputer with built-in light sensor, two motors, two touch sensors, complete building instructions for three models, guided challenges, and 387 LEGO pieces.
Bring Droids to life with the powerful Microscout — No computer programming required!

B. Build and program your own droids with three levels of challenge:

Combine the power of the Force with your imagination to create classic droids from the Star Wars: Episode I movie. Start your Jedi training as an apprentice, build and program R2-D2 and L-330 droids using step-by-step building instructions and guided help from the CD-ROM. Next, move on to Jedi Knight challenges. Create nine snap-on assemblies with the step-by-step instructions on the CD-ROM, then use the building tips to construct even more complex droids. Now you’re ready to become a Jedi Master and let the Force guide your creations. We give you partial building instructions for master level droids like a battle droid and a Gungan sub - but then you’re on your own. Includes the Micro Scout - the smallest LEGO microcomputer - with a built-in light sensor, motor and seven built-in programs requiring 2AA batteries - not included. Each droid can be built separately using the same pieces. PC required for CD-ROM building instructions. All programming is done on the Micro Scout. Ages 6+. 152 pieces.

#9784 Droid Developer Kit $109.00

Minimum system requirements for use on CD-ROM: Windows 95 or 98. Pentium 120MHz with Windows 95, 64MB RAM and 50MB available hard disk space, 16-bit color display, Windows compatible mouse, sound (Windows 95 compatible), USB CD-ROM, and MS-DOS graphics card (Direct-3D compatible).

Includes CD-ROM building instructions for R2-D2, the LEGO L-330 droid and 9 snap-on assemblies.

NEW
DROID DEVELOPER KIT

Includes CD-ROM building instructions for R2-D2, the LEGO L-330 droid and 9 snap-on assemblies.

© Lucasfilm Ltd. & TM All rights reserved.
Official Star Wars Web Site http://www.starwars.com

Windows is a registered trademark of the Microsoft Corporation. All other trademarks and registered trademarks are the property of their respective brands.
LEGO ROBOTS!

Combine the Power of your PC with the RCX to Create Amazing Robots!

HOW IT WORKS!

1. BRAINSTORM
Get your mind into gear using the Interactive Training Missions and Challenges on the CD-ROM software, LEGO MINDSTORMS website and most importantly your imagination.

2. BUILD
Bring your idea to life by attaching sensors, motors and gears to your RCX.

3. PROGRAM
Use your PC and the LEGO MINDSTORMS CD-ROM software to create a program that lets your invention think and act on its own.

4. DOWNLOAD
With the click of a mouse, instantly download your program from your PC to your RCX using the infrared transmitter. (Requires a $10 serial port on your PC.)

5. ACTIVATE
Your robotic invention is ready for action. Let it loose and watch it take on a life of its own!

C. Enter a world where you make the rules!
Because step-by-step instructions are not included, you're free to build whatever you want, however you want. The key to this awesome invention system is the LEGO RCX, a programmable microcomputer that acts as the brain of your robotic inventions.

PC, monitor, one 9-volt battery and six AA batteries required, but not included. Ages 12+.

#9747 Robotics Invention System $219.00

Minimum System Requirements: Windows 95/98, Pentium 166 or better with 16MB RAM, 70MB available hard disk space, available 9-pin serial port for infrared transmitter, Sound Blaster 16™ Windows-compatible device, CD-ROM, 800 x 600 SVGA video with 16-bit RAM, 16-bit color, 206Kics modem and Internet browser required.

The RCX is a programmable microcomputer that acts as the brain of your robotic inventions.

Set Includes:
- RCX Microcomputer
- CD-ROM Software
- 727 pieces, including:
  - 2 Motors
  - 2 Touch Sensors
  - 1 Light Sensor
  - Constructopedia
  - 12 Guided Challenges
  - Infrared Transmitter

Visit www.LEGO.com/MINDSTORMS to download new challenges, chat with experts, swap strategies and programs, and display your custom-built robots on your own LEGO home page.
Add these Expansion Sets to your Robotic Invention System to create more amazing robots!

D. Build robotic creatures that act on instinct!
Add the Extreme Creatures expansion set to the Robotics Invention System to create creatures that can bite, sting, pinch, and pounce. Use flashing fiber optics to alarm intruders or lure unsuspecting prey. Choose from 143 new parts to make pincers, jaws, and claws. Includes CD-ROM software with 12 guided challenges, building tips in the constructopedia and fiber optic strands. Ages 12+. 149 pieces. 
#9732 Extreme Creatures Expansion Set $54.00

E. Build robots to play your favorite sports!
Add the RoboSports expansion set to the Robotics Invention System to create robots that can throw, dunk, kick, and score. Choose from 90 additional pieces to increase your robot's speed, flexibility, and range of motion. Includes an extra motor, CD-ROM software with 12 guided challenges and building tips in the constructopedia. Ages 12+. 90 pieces.
#9730 RoboSports Expansion Set $54.00

Build these Accessories into Your Robotic Inventions for Even More Action!

F. An extra RCX means even more power!
Add an extra RCX to put even more power into your robotic inventions. Or build two robots and program them to communicate with one another. Requires 8AA batteries - not included. Ages 12+. 1 piece.
#9706 RCX Programmable Brick $129.00

G. You've got control!
Control your robotic inventions with the new LEGO MINDSTORMS Remote. Just aim the remote at the RCX to communicate with your robot through an infrared beam - it works just like a TV remote. Requires 2AA batteries - not included. 1 piece.
#9738 Remote Control $19.75

H. Teach your robot to react to changes in light.
Add a light sensor - then create a program to sound an alarm when light enters the room. Or use your imagination to come up with other ways to incorporate the light sensor into your creations. Ages 12+. 1 piece.
#9759 Light Sensor $19.75

I. Create robots that can measure distance!
Build a rotation sensor into your robot so you can keep track of axle rotations. You can measure the length of your room, or program your robot to drive forward, exactly 10 feet. Ages 12+. 1 piece.
#9756 Rotation Sensor $16.50

J. Give your robots the sense of touch.
Now you can program your robot to turn around before it reaches edge of a table or when it bumps into things. Ages 12+. 2 pieces.
#9757 Touch Sensor $11.00

K. Make your robotic creation feel heat!
Add a temperature sensor to your robots - then program your robot to react to temperature changes. Ages 12+. 1 piece.
#9755 Temperature Sensor $24.00

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
Special Edition LEGO McDonald's Restaurant

Free with any order of $75 or more placed before November 30, 1999

Giving a gift to preferred LEGO Shop At Home customers like you has become a tradition. And, this year, place an order of $75 or more from this catalog before November 30, 1999 and we'll send you a Special Edition LEGO McDonald's Restaurant - FREE! It's our way of saying Thank you and Happy Holidays! If your order totals $75 or more, check the box next to the line that reads "My order totals at least $75, please send me my FREE Gift" and circle the correct item number based on the age of your child. Limit one per customer. Shop At Home reserves the right to substitute a set of equal or greater value if necessary. Offer expires November 30, 1999.

For children ages 5 & 6 select #7637 LEGO Turbo Champs. 51 pieces. An $11.00 value.

For children ages 1½ - 5 select #7689 LEGO Dino Buddies. 11 pieces. An $11.00 value.

Limited-Edition LEGO Toys in McDonald's Happy Meal®!
Check it out from October 29 through November 30, 1999

Limited-Edition LEGO Toys in McDonald's Happy Meal®!
Check it out from October 29 through November 30, 1999

Limited-Edition LEGO Toys in McDonald's Happy Meal®!
Check it out from October 29 through November 30, 1999

You can build anything with LEGO bricks and your imagination! And this fall, McDonald's is getting into the act! You'll find one of eight limited-edition LEGO building toys in each McDonald's LEGO Happy Meal. Each toy is a vehicle featuring a favorite McDonaldland® character and when you collect all eight, you can build a LEGO super model! Caution: May contain small parts. Not intended for children under 3. Ask about Toddler toy for kids under 3.

Also, you can enter to win the LEGO/McDonald's Sweepstakes! The grand prize is a block party for you and 50 friends, hosted by McDonald's and featuring a visit from the LEGO MANIAC®. There are hundreds of other great LEGO prizes including CD-ROMs, LEGO play sets, and accessories. Many will enter, few will win. Sweepstakes open to kids up to age 12. Must be a resident of the United States. See details at your participating McDonald's!

No purchase necessary to participate in sweepstakes. McDonald's LEGO Happy Meal toys and Sweepstakes entry forms will be available from 10/29/99 to 11/22/99. While supplies last.

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day
LEGOLAND PARK MANIA!

A. LEGOLAND Park Admission Tickets
   Available through LEGO Shop At Home!
   Purchase your tickets today and relax. It's quick - it's easy and there's no waiting in line! Park is located in Carlsbad, California and is open daily at 10am.
   Tickets valid through March 31, 2000.
   #TX01 Children 3-12 years $25.00
   #TX02 Adults $32.00

B. Cool NEW LEGO T-shirt!
   This high-quality T-shirt is made of 100% Cotton jersey for soft, comfortable wear. Machine-wash and dry as often as you like. Won't shrink or lose its shape. Made in USA. Please indicate size on order form.
   Youth Sizes:
   YM(10-12), YL(14-16) $12.00
   Adult Sizes:
   AS, AM, AL, AX $14.00
   #TS08 LEGOLAND Park T-shirt

C. #3442 LEGOLAND Truck
   Ages 7-12, 104 pieces. $11.00

D. #1807 Santa
   Ages 5-12, 15 pieces. $2.00

All Key Chains

E. Key Chains
   Keep your keys on the coolest key chains in town!
   Suitable for ages 5 and up.
   #KC04 Johnny Thunder $3.50
   #KC08 Police Officer $3.50
   #KC13 Rock Raider $3.50
   #KC14 Race Car Driver $3.50
   #KC15 Astronaut $3.50
   #KC10 Santa $3.50

To Order Call: 1-800-453-4652 24 Hours a day